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It has been stated that a first year biology student will need to 
develop a vocabulary, similar in size, to that of a :student taking his 
f:l.rst year of French. 
Heal.izing that the vocabulary is imrnense ~ any method which will 
facilitate better comprehension will lessen the work for the stud ~nt 
and make the course more e.n,joyable for both teacher and the student. 
From past experience, it has been found that the use of derivatives in 
teaching the vo,cabulary has; beEm one of the best methods. 
This report ha.s been written as the result of a SUI'Vey to f:ind out 
to what extent teachers are using derivatives of Greek and Latin origin 
:tn teaching word meaning. Any other fa.cto:rs which an analysis of the 
returns showed as being pertinent to this report also has been discussed. 
One o.f the writer's purposes through this study has been to acquire 
an increased knowledge of Greek and Latin terminolotz_y for use in 
improving his t.eac;hing methods. 
l 
SURITEY OF LITERATURE 
The study Greek a.nd derivatives should be important to us 
in understanding the English vocabulary J since about "'55=60 per cent of 
English wo:rds have their origin in Latin. "l More than 8 per cent ar<e 
derived from Greek. 2 Approximately 75 per cent of words comprising our 
p:resent--day medical vocabulary have Greek derivation. 3 This would include 
many of our biological terms. 
In contrast vast usage of Greek and Latin terms, we find that the 
teaching of Greek and Latin in our public schools has diminished extensively 
during the pa.st half' century. In 1900, 50 per cent our high school 
students were studying Latin. By 1955,, only 1 pli'ilr cent were en:rc,lled 
in Latin classes. 4 half the nation I l$1 schools off er no foreign 
t: 
language whatsoever •. ./ i1It seems tl:1at only of pupih, working 
for the school certificate 
The English language 
lrr ~. 





Sara.fain.~ ~ffLatin i.n the Curriculum, ii School and §_,ociety~ LV 
' 194:::!) 9 pp. 173=177. 
Gingrich, 1'The Gx•eeks = We Ta.ke Their Word for It," 
J 1939), PP• 
Scholastiiq:, 
3:Edmund Andrews, Ji His1t.91:'.:Y, of Scientific Engiish (New York.I' 1947) ~ 
p. 130. 
5s. D. Atkins et al.$ 11Status of Latin in Public Sc:hools.1' 11 School and 
~.I' LXXXIV (November 10, 1.956) p. 166. 
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scientific vocabul a ry , wh ich Js ;-.dmost Pnt.irely deriveci f r crr: Gr Pek. "6 
.!<'urther i ndic3tion of the importance of L' t·n Ls shown in ,, st~1tement 
by Fr3nklin P. Adams : ''Tea chers of EngHsh in colleges and unive r·sities 
have told me that most of the boys who ente1 without Latin can' t 
write r.m English sentence . They don' t even Know the meaning of words . "7 
To emph~size this point : . pupils who h~.1d s tudied h tin , 
for but a single yea r , when compared to those who had not r; tudied it 
at 9.11 , proved to be two to three times a s likely to recognize the 
meimings of the words like parental, potent, 3.nd what is ,; more 
prl3ctical everyday accomplishment tha n to be ~.ble to w.ana ge a good 
Eng] ish vocabulary . . . ?"8 
One of the obj ectives of Latin, ,1.s stated by ttiary Louise .J1.1ckson, is 
"the development of a working vocabul a ry, both in terms of re!>.liz1:1tion of 
clusters of English mean :i ngs a round a p!3.rticul ar Let.i.n word and in terms 
of' recognition a nd use of derivatives . "9 
Students are capable of enlarging their vocabula.ri.es in this w3.y 
without actuall y tak ing the usu.3.1 courses in Lntin A.nd Greek . Jt can be 
accomplished through the study of L8.tin and Greek prefixes, suffixes , and 
root clusters . Caution in method a nd degree of present9.tion is offered in 
the statement, "Teachers are speciall y requested to confine their pupilG 
6 11 An 2:ng.lish I nve stiga tion of the Value of Gre~k as a Schoo1 Study," 
School !'ind Society , LVI (August 1, 19lQ), p. 95 . 
7Franklin P. Adams, "Is Latjn Useless," Time , IL (April 14, 1947), p. 9 · . 
8Karl P. Harrington., " ·ny Lntir:," S hool iwd Sodet~, LIJJ ( M.r;.rch 15 , 
1941 ) , pp . 321-326 . 
9MA.ry Louise Je.ckson , "Exp•1nding Concepts in L>1ti n,'' School Review, 
LVI (¥~y, 1948) , pp . 275-279 , 
to the p:ref.i.xes 1.md .1mff~cEHi, tD l U:ie$,e compound part,s a.rt: le:.1.r:ned in 1.s: 
mo~;t. t.horough rm:mner. ,.lO Th 1 ~ .mi:i.y then be supplemented by the learning of 
primati ves or rcots to g11:l.n the f'oupdati.ons of a gooQ. vocabulary. The 
following p1:i.ssage indicates this qutte well .. , ttA knowledge of 25 Lo:Uri 
prefixe$ o.nd. 50 Latin sut'fixes ln oombinat:J.on with a.bout 50 Lt,tin 
p:r.irnati.ves will g:tve Otle a cortlllll.ind of :Engli.sh vocrlbulary such as co.n 'be 
gdned tn no other W!i,Y, ··, , • Lr.Jtin ts an economicla.l way of gaining 
mastery of Engllsh vo9~b~lary,"l). The author o:f' ·thi.s piussage does not 
gt.ye !'ft. suggested list of the· 125 words whlch he ho.din mind, 
The· J.ite:re.ture to 'be found :in the field of this report was el(:tremely 
limited, ijost of the: Htera.ture eomp!led in this $urvey of Literature ils 
not previou~ work done 1.n this speci.fic f:iel.d, bu.t, rather, the lr:uit 
ftru)J. progreasi.one.l ef.forto p:r:tor to the report. 
' ' 
llFr@d. 8. lJunham, ''hhy L1,.tin 1re~1.~he.r1;1 Tet1oh Dertve.tion/~ Schoel Revit·vr, 
t.U (June. 1944) , pp, J;6 .. 6:t. . · ·· · · .......,_, ... ~~ 
PREPARATION OF SURVEY FORM 
A survey of previous li~erature in this field showed very little 
evidence that any work had beem d~13e in the t1.ree1. of determining to wru:.,t 
e:x;tent Greek a.p.d Latin derivatives were 'being used by high school biology 
teachers to ee.se the wor~ of the student. 
It·. was originall:y decided to send a survey form questionnaire to 
about two hundred biology teachers to find a partial answer to the 
otated topic of the report, Realizing that the :retl.\l'ns would be so smrnil 
that.validity of conclusions would be negligible, it was later decided 
to mail the form to approximately fourteen hupdred high school biology 
te~cher~ in Oklahoma and surro'l.Ulding States. 
A :replic&tion of the form sent to the teachers is included in the 
appendix of this report. Information was sought concerning teaching 
experience and foreign languages ta.ken in college. In addition, they were .. 
rec~u.ested. to select from a given list of words those most often used in 
the teaching of derivatives. 
The following i~ a lie~ of sources from which the words were 
f·e le cted. , 
Walter P. Agard and Herbert M. Howe, Medical Greek and Latin at a Glance 
(New York, 1955) · · · - · - - --
Robert M, Boles, Pr:i,nc:i,ples of Biological Te:rm;l.~ology (1957) 
. ' .. - .. ' . -
Dale E. Braunga.rd a~d SIi. Reta Buddeke, .Biology the Stud;y: .2f. Living Thinsa 
(Garden City, 1957) · 
E<I.mund c_ Jaeger, A Source.Book of Biological Names .i;.nd Terms (Springfield, 
1950) - ... -- -
5 
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Lorus J. Milne and Margery J. Milne, Biotic World and Man (Englewood 
Cliffs, 1958) . · -- - -
John W. Ritche, .Biology~ Human Affairs (Yonkers on Hudson, 1948) 
Ella Thea Smith, Exploring BiololQ" (Chicago, 1949). 
A majo:r'i ty of the terms came from the text by Braungard and Bud.deke 
which has (~~cellent lists of biological terms and their origins, prefixes, 
and suffixes, and root words and their derivatives. Other sources 
proving quite useful were the publication of Robert J. Boles and A Source-
Book~ Biological Names and Terms ~Y Edmund C. Jaeger. 
More than two~thirds of the terms on the survey sheet were those 
commonly.found in biology texts.· In most cases, however, the terms were 
placed in the ortginal Greek or Lfol.tin form. 
These survey forms were mailed to 1,426 high school biology te1:,·chers 
in a $even .. State area including Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, Louisiana., 
New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas. Names were secu.red from the National 
Sci.en.ce Te.~chers A.ssocia,tion. 
CHAPTER II 
TABULATION AND ANALYSIS OF RETURNS 
As the returns were received, all the information from each return 
wi,s tabulater'l on master sheets. This was done on a State-by-State basis. 
'lwenty-five d:,ys after the forms had been mailed, the incoming mail had 
dropped to an average of two letters per day. At this time, 310 returns 
had been received,, and receipts after this date were not included on the 
master sheets. However, these late returns were filed, and data of 
exceptional value, i.e., correspondence included with the return, was 
added to this report. 
According to statisticians working in the survey field, a survey 
conducted by mail brings relatively poor results--not, primarily, bec~use 
of the number received, but because of the type of individual completing 
the form. The persons returning this survey form were generally considered 
those interef,?ted in biology, e.nd, more specifically, those biology 
teachers interested in vocPbUL:lry building. As a. result of this, the 
survey is considerably bia.sed. The writer was not a.ware of the 
extensiv~ness of this fa,ctQr until m()st of the returns had been received. 
Table I shows the number of forms mailed, number of returns, and 
p~reentage of returns by States, "Other States'~ indicated in this table 
are Delawa.re a.nd Connecticut ( six matli.ngs to Delaware .,u-Jd seventeen, to 
Connecticut). ''Unknown" returns were those in which it we.s impossib,,,. 
to determine from which State they had come. (First sheet of survey which 
7 
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ha·s been removed, and the postml";i.rk could not be identi:fled~) 
The average percentage of returns was slightly more thah 20 
per cent. The higher percentage from the State of Kansas may be due 
partially to the greater number of mailings to that State, but principally 
to the· fa.ct that the writer is a Kansan, and better acqwdnted with 
biology teachers in that State. The writer, however, took no part in 
selecting the teachers to be placed upon the mailing list. 
The relatively poor response from Oklahoma and Arkansas probably can 
be attributed to the· Sll".a.11 over-all sampling in those States, thus 
reducing validity of conclusions drawn from these returns. 
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF MAILINGS COMPARED WITH . .RETURNS 
(NUMBER OF RETURNS AT THE END OF THREE WEEKS) 
State No. Mailed·· No. Returns J Returns 
Arkansas 153 17 11 
Colorado 188 47 25 
Kansas 278 85 31 
Louisiana 240 51 21 
New Mexico 76 18 24 
Oklahoma 251 40 16 
Texas 217 46 21 
Other states 23 4 17 
Unknown 2 
Total 1,426 310 Approx. ·21 
9 
TI-\.BLJ~ II 
COMPARISOM OF NUMBER OF R1sTUHNS wrm: THOSE 'l'T:i1ACI{8RS Rt'POFJfrING 
A J?OREIGN LANGUAGE m \{'H}1l;IH COLUtrn: 'I'RP.IN'.G}C* 
-·-·- . --·-· ---· -···--····--·-····--·"··~··---.... ,-........... -------····----·----.. _- ,1=-""--··--·"''-''-·· .. ·-·-"~' Nun'iber Rt1port.ii!'1g ~fomb,er l'iot !!lero:r-ting JJ R~::rporting 
St~te Returns Foreign Langa.ge In This Cod:.egory J.4"'ore:tgn Lt<1.t1gt!i:)p;t: 
-···-• •" • .-· ....... , ................... ,~,WI ....................... L1 .,,...,..,.- .... .,,. ... , ... _ ................. "-... ~ .. --..... .,~ .... -..._ .. ..,,4r. ... ...,, ........ ....,,, ..... - ........ , ...... ._.., .... ,,,,........._ ............. ........,.,~,......,-,...,,.. ........ ._... ....................... ii,;m.,.,, ... .,, ',~A'<-' ... '""" 
Arkansas l'{ 10 0 59 
Colon,do h'"{ 20 0 I.J.3 
Kansas 65 48 2 56 
Louisiana. 51 29 ') .) 57 
N~ Mex. 18 11~ 0 78 
Oklahoma. 40 22 6 55 
Texas l}6 31 0 6'7 
M:!.sc. 6 6 0 100 
Average % :report.:tng foreign langu1i.:i.ge - - ~ .. - - .  .. 63 
*Credi.t. is g:l ven in this report :eo:r two yea.re. of a f,recif'ic 
language in high school. 
................. ,, .... ,-.................. ...._ ........ , ...... -,-......... , .... ,a .... """1< ........ ...,.,_ .. M.U.,..1..-.. ,,,, ........ .._._,"""""'0.4" ... ;~__. ............... ~ ....... t~Nl',-,!:,:.-.~,_,~,ll.•-.,.,,__..,_~--IOl'-'-~1<-...,.._.. . ...-..,~--........... , .... ~ ...... ,. .. ,u ............ ..., __ ________ .._ .............. -.. ,-...--.... --................... ,...,.. ................ ,.~-·-·-·· ..... -~ ... , .. ,,_ ............. ,..,, .... _ .............................. _ ....... ~.... --..... ----~-,~-=----......... -........ -.... __ ,,,......,,_ 
Table II compares the number of returns (1:;y St-a:t;~1., ~-1,nd tote.1) to 
tr(td.nh1g. If the teacher report.ea at least two y~?a.rs of high sehool 
r;:i.~ea.:l. t. (Foreign lang,·tu::1.ge in h::l.gh school ws.s not incl ti! ed in the 
information requested on the survey forin). 'I'he "M:iscellanet"Jtl;~" group 




PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS REPORTING HAVING TAKEN 
LATIN AND/OR GREEK IN COLLEGE~ 
State Reporting No. Latin i Latin · No. Greek i'Greek No. Both @oth 
Arkansas .· 17 5 29 0 0 0 0 
Colorado 47 8 17 3 6 2 4 
Kansas 85 17 20 4 5 2 2 
Louisiana 51 9 18 1 2 1 2 
New Mexico 18 4 20 0 0 0 0 
Oklahoma 40 11. 28 4 10 3 8 
Texas 46 7 15 2 4 1 2 
Misc. 6 4 68 0 0 0 0 
•credit is given in this report·for two years of a specific language 
in high school. 
Table III is a comparison by State of the number and percentage of 
teachers reporting having studied Latin and Greek in college. Tables 
II and III indicate that more than three-fifths of them have had courses 
in Latin and/or Greek. The very small percentage reporting Greek 
coincides with information found in the survey of previous literature. 
Table J.V deals with the 185 words on the last two pages of the 
survey form. Teachers were asked to place a.l:_ before the terms they used 
frequently when teaching derivatives and a 2 in the blank before the 
words which they seldom used. The total nonesn and twos" were added 
together from the master sheet as one number for each teacher 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF 1\RJ.MBE.H OF TE;B.MS USED BY TEA.CHEB.S i:!AVUfG HAD LA'.l'IN 
AlW/OR GR.EE:K AND THOSE l\f~J:' HAVING HAil ·1.A~rrN OR (}B.EEK 
11 
Averag}~- Nurriber oi" Terrus°'Used.-.- Averag;/·Nutnl:1er oi~f~ir:ms·tfse(r·---· 
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reporting Lat:Ln and/or Greek. The same was done for teachers that had. not 
taken Lat.i.:n or Gr<'oek. The :e.verage number in ·both categor:i.es was also 
found .• 
Indic:at.ioins heI'(o :a:re the teachers hav:l.ng had Latin ana/or G:eee:k: ln 
college taught, on the a.ve:r."age, l+2 J;,,er cent more t.Grms us:ing the d.eri.vo:ti:ves 
method.~ 
There were 'two retu:cri.s wh:1.ch in.cl.:I.cated courses :ln Latin and Greei" 
d.erivatives. Thi.s was not a large C-;rtou.gh nu:mlJer for comparat:i.v1:1 stud.yo 
This, howevt1r, i.s the type of' course f:irom wh.lc::li.. one would d.erive the greatest; 
be:nefii:; in teaching by t.he deriv1.cri:;ive method. 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF THOSE REPOR'I'ING LATil>T 
AND/OR GREEK AND OF THOSE REPORTJ.NG NO LA.TIN OR GREEK 
Average Teaching Experience in~s of Those 
State Reporting Latin andZor Greek Not Reporting Latin or 
Arkansas 20 6 
Colorado 14 12 
Kansas 17 12 
Louisiana 18 13 
New Mexico 22 11 
Oklahoma 22 12 
Texas 22 12 
Average 20 11 
Table V shows the average years of teaching experience of those 
12 
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teachers reporting Latin and/or Greek as compared with those reporting no 
Latin or Greek. This is, also, although to a lesser degree, an indication 
of the age of the repartee. The average of the sum of all States is also 
indicated. 
The table exem:pli.fj.es what one might expect to find. Initially, a 
greater length of teaching experience shows that these.people were going to 
school at a time when a majority of students was taking Latin--a ratio of 
2:1. Secondly, longer teaching experience better acquaints a teacher with 
the subject. 
Table VI is a comparison by State of the number of lndi.viduals having 
biology majors or minors and those teachers ;t'eporting neither a major or 
13 
TABLE VI 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS REPORTING HAVING EITHER A MAJOR OR MINOR IN BIOLOGY 
No. Reporting ~ Reporting 
Biology Major No. Not Reporting Biology Major 
State No. Reporting or Minor In This Category or Minor 
AJ;'ka.nsas 17 13 0 TT 
Colorado 47 42 0 89 
Kansas 85 66 4 78 
Louisiana 51 34 3 67 
New Mexico 18 12 0 67 
Oklahoma 40 22 6 55 
Texas 46 35 1 76 
Misc. 6 6 0 100 
Average ,t reporting biology major or minor - - - - - - - 76 
minor in biology. Several returns failed to contain this information, and 
were, therefore, deleted from the calculations. The average per cent of 
those reporting either a biology major or minor is also noted. 
More than three-fourths of the biology teachers have either a 
biology major or minor. In Oklahoma, slightly more than half the teachers 
can be thus categorized. In comparing Table I with Table VI, the low 
percentage in both tables may be a coincidence; but it might also warrant 
further study. At present, additional information is needed for further 
study. 
Table VII indicates the average number of terms used by teachers 
having a biology major or minor as compared to those not reporting a 
14 
TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF TERMS USED BY TEACHERS HAVING BIOLOGY 
MAJOR OR MJ;NOR AND TEACHERS WITHOUT BIOLOGY MAJOR OR MINOR 
No. of Terms Used By No. of Terms Used By 
Teachers Having Biology Teachers Not Having 
State Major or Minor Biol@gy Major or Minor 
Arkansas 89 64 
Colorado 85 49 
Kansas 89 69 
Louisiana 80 46 
New Mexico 77 77 
Oklahoma 88 79 
Texas 69 52 
Average Number of 
Terms Used - - - - - - - 82 - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -62 
biology major or minor. The '''Number of Terms" is the total of the 11 ones'' 
and "twos" checked on the survey form for each teacher. Teachers reporting 
that they did not use these derivatives were also included in this 
calculation. The average number of terms used by each group is also shown. 
Teachers having backgrounds with emphasis in biology teach nearly 
one-third more terms by the derivative method than those without this 
background,. 
Table VIII serves the purpose of comparing the years .of teaching 
experience in biology with the average number of terms used. If the 
teacher left blank the experience category on the survey form, his form 
TABLE VIII 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF TERMS USED COMPARED WITH NUMBER OF YEARS 
OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN BIOLOGY 
Average Number of Terms Used 
15 
State Years Taught, 1-3 4-5 6-10 11-up 
Arkansas 49 77 148 
Colorado 95 47 67 
Kansas 79 64 77 
;Louisiana 52 84 82 
New Mexico 96 55 67 
Oklahoma 72 95 85 
Texas 65 77 40 
Average Number of 
Terms Used 78 71 81 








States has also been calculated for each column. The returns were nearly 
evenly distributed among the four groups listed., 
The general tendency is that those with more teaching experience 
used more terms. This does not hold true in the second column figure for 
4-5 years' experience in biology teaching. Doubtless, this is due to an 
inadequate number of returns. 
Only 85 out of the 310 returns (24 per cent) indicated that they had 
been teaching at lease one section of biology each year of their teaching 
experience. Specific questions as to the reason for this were not asked. 
16 
Table IX is a composite sheet o.f information pe:itti:nent to each term. 
Colufni:1 one indicates the number of the teI'Iil as it appeared on the 
master copy and survey form. 
Column two indicates the term--in most of the cases, appearing in an 
original Greek or Latin form. 
Column three indicates an "L" for Latin, and a "Gn for Greek origin. 
Column four gives one of the definitions of the term. 
Column five shows the average percentage of times this term was 
reported.; the "(# 1) 11 means the term occured often in teaching derivatives. 
Column six shows the average percentage of times this term was reported; 
the"(#~)'' means the term seldom appeared in teac::hing derivatives. 
C01Ui1Ui seven indicates whether the term is used generaily as a prefi:Z:; 
suf'fi:z:, or root. 
Column eight shows whether the term generally appears in the form 
shown in cQl'Urbn two. 
COlµttll:), nine indicates (if answer in column eight is no) the form in 
which the term generally appears. !n most instances where the endings varied, 
:no cha:p.ge was :made. 
Column ten notes other terms for which the term is easily mistaken. 
-Column eleven indicates ~ or ~ as to whether or not the term 
generally a:ppears in at least two different words in high school biology 
texts. 
Column twelV'e gives an example word using the term in column two. 
Approximately two-thirds of the terms in the survey form are those 
which appear in at least two different words in most high school biology 
texts. Sotll'ce 0£ all terms has been stated previously in the report. ' . 
TABLE ll 
Composite Sheet of Inform.ation Pertinent to Each Term 
.~ ~ ~ .... 0 ~ l>. (l) l'.i-i J:t 'O 0 (I) f:L.p l'.i-i m (l) .-I (l) 
~ .-I ti) 
ti) (I) 0 
~ 0 Qj •r-1 f! ti) ::$ H •r-1 ti) 0 i:-t.cl ~-g ~ l>. ~ ..a ';I ttl S-1 ~ .p 0 'd l>. "' .... o o <D A .-I A bl) i:.t (l) s:: ;l:;3(1)(1) ';f H •r-1 (]) A .~ l=-1 ~ .-I ><l tio,r-1 A ,.. .cl ..a ~ 0 .-I •r-1 (I) .-I •r-1 0 H fJl i'.ll 
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1. a-,an- G not 52 32 prefix yes -- - yes aseptic 
~ 
2. ad- L to 46 14 prefix yes --- -- yes adrenals 
.3. adenos G gland 25 L~ root yes -- --- yes adenoid 
4. allelon G of one 5 14 root yes -- --- no allelomorph 
another 
5. angeion G vessel .3 19 root yes - -- no sporanguim 
6. anthos G flo-wer 28 1.3 root yes -- -- no antheridium 
7. anthropos G man 52 12 root yes -- -- no anthropology 
8. anti- G against 80 4 prefix yes -- -- yes antigen 
9. appendare L to hang to 29 15 root yes -- --- no appendicular 
10 .. arteria G artery .30 18 root yes -- --- yes artery 
11. arthron G joint 13 10 root yes --- --- yes. Arthropoda 
12. at"i.tos G self 49 11 root yes --- -- yes autonomic 
1.30 axilla L armpit 28 19 root yes - --- no a.."tlllary 
lt',i.e ballein G to throw 2 11 root no bolus -- no embolus 
1'1 , 0 bi= L tv10 83 2 prefix yes --- --- yes bilateral 
16. bios Cr life 89 l root yes --- -- yes biology 
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180 botane G plfUlt 27 13 root yes -- - yes botany 
190 bryein G to ~well 4 11 root yes -- --- yes embryology 
200 ccl.lor L heat 24 17 root yes -- -- yes calorimeter 
21. cata G down 19 16 root yes - --- yes catabolisra 
22 .. chloros G light green /}O 12 root yes --- --- yes chlorophyll 
23. chole G bile 5 12 root yes --- --- no cholestorol 
I-' 24~ r.h1"01118 G color 52 13 root yes -- --- yes chromosome 
0). 25. cide L kill !.,_0 15 root yes --- --- yes germicide 
26. -cle L small 19 15 su.ffix yes -- -- yes particle 
27. co, com-
con-j cor L with 38 14 prefix yes -- --- yes cooperate 
28. corpus L body 41 17 root yes --- --~ yes corpuscle 
29. cortex L bark 49 21 root yes -- ~- no cortisone 
JO., cos pis L point l? 18 root yes --- --- no bicuspid 
3L cu.tis L skin 19 15 root yes -- -- no cuticle 
32. de- L down 1+3 12 prefix yes --- --- yes deciduous 
33. 1, G people 24 16 root yes no endemic a.enos ~- =--
344 derma L skin 72 10 root yes ~- -- yes epiderm 
350 di- G two 60 7 pref:l:x yes --- =- yes dicotyledon 
36. dis j dys L apart 28 15 root yes -=- dys, (G) yes ,dislocation 
ill, bad 
-~"""'""*" - -
lEdmtmd C. Jaeger, ! .Sou.re£, !2..921f 2! B:to l 22::!...£.& Namfls ~ !.?rms, C. G. Thomas Pub.~ Springfield, Ill. 
1950, 574"03 J22S 
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37. dorsum L back 26 15 root yes - - yes dorsal 
38. ducare L, to lead 13 8 root no duct -- yes reproduction 
39. dys, dis- G bad 17 12 root yes - dys (L) yes ldysentary 
-::; apart 
40. ect- L_ of'f, out 66 6 prefix yes -- --- yes external ex- of' 
I-' exo-· 
'° 41. G; in 57 6 prefix endoderm ena-, yes -- -- yes 
en-
endo-
42. -eidos . G. like 3 12 suffix no -oid - yes euglenoid 
430 epi- G upon 61 9 prefix yes --- --- yes epidermis 
41,.,. emia G blood 6 10 root yes -- --- yes anemia 
45. erythos G red 23 20 root yes ---- --- yes erythocyte 
46. ferra L to bear 24 15 root no ..:.rer -- yes conifer 
470 -fy L, to make 9 15 suffix yes ~ - yes identify 
48. game G to marry 15 16 root yes - anglo-saxon yes gamete 
gamen-pl-ay 
49. gastro G'-. stomach 59 14 root yes --- --- yes. gaster 
50. -gen (}, to be 21, 1.3 suffix yes -- - yes oxygen 
lwalter P. Agard &Herbert M. Howe, Medical Greek~ 1atin ~ ~ Glan~ (New York, 1955) Haeber-Harper 
l'ub. 610014, A26J.m 
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?l... iel!t.ltvs G f'isn·· .30 16 root yes - - yes ichthology 
72. ileum. .. L gr-oiil 24 23 root yes - - no. ileum 
73. -:ismm., G condition 29 18 suttix yes - - yes parasitism 
-isn>s 
74. it.e G div. of' 28 14 suffix yes - - yes dendrite 
-ft~=-
bod7 
.,~;;: 75. -itis G inf'J.am- .36 13 suffix yes - - yes appendicitis 
at~ 
76. inter- L between 6.3 9 pref'ix yes - - yes internode 
77. i.nt.r&- L vitbin 6Q:. 13 pre.fix yes - - yes intracellular 
78. Jmrd:i.a & heart l2 14 root DO eardia - yes cardiac 
79. Jmrpos G vrist 8 14 root no carpos - no carpal 
80. keplb!a1e G head 5 16 root DO cepha1e - yes cephalopod 
81. lri:neh. G to-DJVe 3 13 root no kin - yes kinetic 
82. l!mlla G gl.ue .3 ll root DO colla - no colloid 
83. t:oty-1eikm G cup shaped .u 18 root DO cotyledon - no cotyledon 
84. qtos G hollov 10 9 root no cytos - yes cytoplasm 
vessel 
85. la"tus r. side 12 ]/}, root no lateris - no lateral 
86. lac L !!!!ill: 26 15 root yes - - yes lactation 
87. l.ahi.11l!!!!!l L lip t.2 2.3 root yes - - no labium 
88. -l.et L d:ilnmin- 14 9 suf:fix yes - - yes platelet 
utive 
89. llpos G f'a:t 13 ll root yes - - no lipoid 
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90. logos G science of 63 8 root yes - --- yes biology 
91. lysis CI loosening 17 12 root yes -- -- yes hemolysis 
92. makros- G large 8 13 prefix no macro -- yes macronucleus 
93. mamma L breast /}l 16 root yes - --- yes mammal 
94. maxilla L jawbone 45 23 root yes -- -- no maxilla 
95 .. mensis L month 16 12 root yes - --- no menstruation 
f\5 96. mesos-
G middle 28 11 prefi..ic yes --- -- yes. mesoderm. 
97. meta- G several 56 12 prefix yes --- -- yes meta phase 
98. m;kros- G small 21 12 prefix no micro - yes microscope 
99. mono- G one 72 6 prefix yes --- -- yes monocyte 
100. mo.rphos G form 38 17 root :}''BS --- --- yes morphology 
101. mucus L secretion 
from nose 33 21 root yes -- - no mucous 102. mutar1:1 L chPmee 1.3 13 root yes -- -- yes mutation 103. mykes G fungus 3 10 root no myco --- no mycelium 
104. mycis G muscle g 13 root yes --- --- yes myocardi tis 
105. nen1a G thread 26 1.3 root yes -- --- yes Nemahelminthes 106. nephros G kidney 26 17 root yes -- -- yes nephritis 107. ne1.1ro:n Q nerve 53 23 root yes -- -- yes neuron 108. nodns L knot 18 16 root yes --- -- yes nodule 109. nutrire L '1'1otu-ish 7 12 root yes -- -- no nutrition 110. OCTU.118 L eye 27 14 root yes --- --- no oculist, 111. oikos G house 5 11 root no eco - no ecology 112. o:ion G P.t::f'·t::f' 6 11 root no oon -- no oogonia -...,.., 
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w. apsis G appear- 9 l2 root yes - - no pteropsid 
ance 
114. optikos G pert. to 6 13 root no opticos - no optical 
sight-
ll.5. organon G instrument l4 15 root yes - - no organ 11.6. -osis, G coDlition 26 17 suttix yes - - yes metamorphosis 
.N or 
\a> ll.7. OSlll!lDS G poshi:ng 12 ll root yes - - no osmotic 
118. ovi L egg 54 18 root yes - - yes .oviparous 
ovo 
119. pa]aios G old 4 ll root no paleo - yes paleontology 
120. parere L bring 6 10 root no parous - no oviparous 
f'orth 
121. ~ G be.side u 20 pref'ix yes - - yes parasite 
122. pa:tbos G suttering 34 I9 root yes - - yes pathogenic 
123. peUis L skin 7 l2 root yes - ·- no pellagra 
124. peptein G to cook 10 22 root yes - - yes pepsin 
125. peri.- G around J9 16 pref'ix yes - - yes pericardium 126. pbagein G to eat 7 10 · root yes - - yes phagocyte lZ'I. ]Pimrym: G cbaslll 50 21. root yes - - no pharynx 
128. pb.m-ein G to carry 2 9 root no phore - no cbromatophore .129. pJtnooos G :r~ 20 13 r<)l)t yes - - yes hydrophobia 
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1.30. phyllon G leaf 7 10 root yes -- -- yes chlorophyll 
131. phylon G tribe 15 11 root yes -- phyllon no phylum 
132. phys is G riature 16 14 root yes --- - yes physiology 
133. phyton G plant 20 12 root yes -- - yes -Bryophyte 
134. pithecus G ape 9 11 root yes - -- no Pithecantropus 
135. platys G flat- 30 13 root yes -- -- yes Platyhelminthes 
~-
136. pleura G a rib 43 23 root yes -- -- yes pleurisy 
137. pneuma G breath 40 18 root yes -- - yes pnewnonia 
138. pollen L .fine 41-i- 21 root yes - -- no pollen 
dust 
139. poly- G. many 64 8 prefix yes - -- yes polycotyledon 
140. ponere L to place 6 10 root no position -- no ovipositor 141.· pulmo L lung 35 15 root yes -- - yes pulmonary 
142. poros G pore 17 11 root yes --- --- yes Porifera 
143. pus:, pes G foot 1+5 12 root yes -- -- yes pseudopod 
ped, pod 
144. protos- G first 32 14 prefix · yes --- -- yes protoplasm 
145. pteron G 1,1ing 20 9 root yes -- -- yes pterodactyl 
146. pulmo L l'ima 33 13 root yes --- -- yes pulmonary - 0 
147. rachis G spine 18 16 root no ric- - no rickets 
lliS. -renar G kidney /}O 26 root ye.s -- --- yes renal 
149. sacrum. L lm,1est 39 22 root yes --- -- no sacrum 
bone of 
spine 
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150. schizein G to split 9 10 root yes --- --- no schizont 
151. S:3Care L to cut off 5 12 root no seg - no segment 
152. sepein G to make 4 10 root no sepsis -- no antisepsis 
putrid 
1530 seta L stiff l+l 15 root yes -··- --- no seta 
hair 
l\J 154. sitos G food 6 11 root yes --- -- no parasite 
Vt 155. solvere L to dis- 11 12 root yes --- --- no solvent 
solve 
156. soma G body 27 14 root yes --- --- yes chromosome 
157. spirare L brea.the 13 11 root yes --- --- yes respiration 
158. stamen L thread 45 22 root yes -- --- no stamen 
159. steros G solid 13 13 root yes --- --- 110 progesterone 
160. stoma G mouth 52 17 root yes -- --- no hYJJostome 
161 .. streptos G twisted 19 15 root yes -- -- no streptococcus 
162. sub- L blo-w 57 8 prefix yes -- --- yes subnormal 
163 .. sym-, G with 38 12 prefix yes --- --- yes symbiosis 
syn-
1640 tar sos G flat of ?.4 8 root yes --- --- no metatarsal 
foot 
1650 te:rri.nein G to cut 2 9 root no tom --- yes anatomy 
166. terr a 1 land 57 12 root yes --- --- no terrain 
1670 testes L witness l}O 21} root yes -- - no testis 
of vir-
ility 
--- - ------· ·-----=-
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168. therme G heat 2.3 10 root yes - --- yes thermometer 
169. thrix G hair 5 11 root no trico --- no trichocyst 
·170. thyreos G shield .3 11 root no thyro --- no hyperthyroidism 
171. tomos L to cut 6 10 root yes --- . --- yes anatomy 
172. toJd.con G arrow 15 13 root yes --- --- yes toxic 
poison 
l\) 173. trachys G rough 16 1.3 root yes --- -- no trachea 
°' 174. trans- L across 55 11 prefix yes yes transportation -- --
175. trophos G feeder 15 12 root yes --- --- yes atrophy 
176. tropos G to turn 19 14 root yes - --- yes tropism 
177. tri- G three 69 8 prefix yes -- - yes tricuspid 
178. vacca L cow 23 7 root yes --- -- yes vaccination 
179. vas L. vessel .30 19 root yes -- -- yes vascular 
180. vena L vein 45 18 root yes -- -- yes vein 
181. venter L · belly 14 12 root no ventr --- yes ventral 
182. vita, L life .36 17 root yes --- --- yes vitamin 
viva 
183 .. volvere L to ttU'n 19 13 root no valv - yes univalve 
18/~. vorare L devour 6 9 root no voro --- yes carnivore 
185. zoon G animal 32 11 root yes --- --- yes zoology 
27 
It may be of interest ta note that the :percentage of times the term 
was used infrequently (those terms marked with a;#2)has a narrow range for 
the en.tire list of 185 terms; generally, between 10-20 per cent. This may 
be seen on Table IX. Naturally, those terms a:ppearing in the same form as 
commonly found. toda.,y--thase in the average individual's v-ocabulary, etc.--
showed greater percentage o.f use. 
TABLE I 
PERCENTAGE USE OF PREFIXES 
Survei Fo:rm No. Prefix '1fl Use Survey Form No. Prefix 
l e.-, an- 85 76 inter-
2 e.d.- 60 77 i:ntra-
8 anti- 84 92 makro-
15 bi- 85 96 fil.ll:HlOl'l= 
27 co-, con-, com-, 5:2 97 meta-
32 de- 55 98 micro-
35 di- 67 99 mono-
40 ect-, ex-, exo- 72 121 para-
41 en-, em-, endo- 63 125 peri-
43 epi- '70 139 poly-
58 hemi- 78 144 protos-
61 heteros- 51 162 sub-
63 homo- 83 163 sym-, syn-, 
68 hyper- 81 174 trans-
69 hypo- 80 177 tri-



















PERCENTAGE USE OF SUFFJXES 
Survey Fprm .No, Term iUse Survey Form No. Term ~ Use 
26 -cle 34 74 -itc 42 
42 -eidos 15 75 -itis 49 
47 .;,fy 24 88 -let 23 
50 -gen 37 90 -logos 71 
70 -ic,-oic 37 113 -ops is 21 
73 -ism 47 116 -osis 43 
Average percentage use is 36.~ 
Pref·ixes generally show the highest percentage of use--an average of 
68 per cent by ~able X; next are suffixes which show an average of 
36 per qent use, as shown in Table XI. 
In cases where the original Greek term was of a different form from the 
' form it takes tod~y, the percentage was notably lower. A good example of this 
is in the suffix, 11 -eidos" (Term No. 42), meaning ''like, 11 which is used in 
words today as 11 -old. •1 The term is possibly as well known as most other 
suffixes, but would probably be familiar in the form listed only to those 
teachers having a background in Greek. 
Again, this can be illustrated in th~ Greek term for blood; 11haima 11 
(Term No. 56), which had 13 per cent usage, as compared to the form 11 emia" 
(Term No. 44), with which we are more familiar, which had 16 per cent usage. 
In this case, the same word was listed twice, in two different forms. 
29 
The Greek; term,. ilterimein 11 (Form No. 165); meaning "to cut'' --11 per cent, 
ano. the La.tin term, "tom.us" (Term No. 171), meaning "to cut 11 -..:. 16 per cent; 
are both generally used in the form, "tom," today. This is an example of 
bow two terms having different spelling but the same meaning from different 
lang'\lages are used as one term today. 
nHomo," a Greek term meaning "one and. the same 11 --83 per cent, and "homo," 
today, but have different meanings. Although the percentage of usage was 
high, it is doubtful if this number of teachers realized both meanings, as 
indicated from over ... all percentages of all terms. 
~he use of the letter "k 11 ; as found in "kardia,; 11 instead of 11£ardia," 
seemed to be quite confusing to many people. This term, (Term No. 78), was 
marked. by only 26 ;per cent of the teachers. This common term being listed 
by so few seemed to indicate a lack of knowled.ge of Greek. More than half' of 
Out' biological terms are of Greek derivation. 
iflle duplication of the term, ripulmo'' (Term No. 141), meaning 11 lung"--
50 per cent, and ''pulmo" (Term No. 146)--46 per cent; was not intentional; 
but it might indicate that the majority of teachers had tired by this point. 
The over-all picture of percentages shows a considerably la~ger number of 
terms checked among the first twenty-five terms than in the last twenty-five. 
The rast eight terms of the list (on the survey forrn sent to the teachers) 
were placed on a separate sheet. A noticeable number of teachers who had 
checked many terms on the first page left the second page blank. 
CHAPTER II 
RESUME Of COMMENT£ INCLUDED WITH RE'I1URNS 
Although the writer had rot specifically nsked for corrunents, he received 
a. wide variety of them on approximately 20 per cent of the returns. Feeli.ng 
that many of these were pertinent to the report, the writer has taken the 
liberty to include some of them. 




No. of Yrs. 
Teaching 
Experience 






Example: Yes - 4 - 2 French-German - 75 
No. of 185 Survey 
Derivatives Which 
He Teaches In Class 
*If. return indicated two or more years of a specUi.c langua.ge were taken 
in high schooi it is recorded here • 
. First, a. connnent from a former biology teach~r, presently the head 
of the science department in a. large school, who con.p1eted ·the return 
in lieu of a biology teacher: 
Yes - 7 - ~. - German - 70 - "Knowing the poor rate of return~ one 
sometimes gets on surveys of this nature, Tam taking the liberty to complete 
this form, • • • hope that it may be of value." 
Numerous similar comments were received. 
Concerning comments from proponents of the plan, the following is 
possibly the most emphatic: 
Yes a 35 D 16 a Iatin-Spanish-French - 182 11 • • o there ~hould be 
a State law that any child who has an I,Q. of 110 or over be forced to 
30 
31 
take a~ least one semester of Latin and one of Greek--just to learn 
derivat:Lon of words." 
.Additional comments from teachers using derivation follow: 
No date. - 98 - ''Am delighted that you are doing this study. . ~ 
find study of roots an indispensable method of vocabulary building in 
high school." 
No - 33 - 25 - German-Latin - 127 - "Ilike your report and am 
happy to c1:).eck what. I use in learning meaning and spelling of new woras. 11 
;(es - 11 - 11 - 0 - 82 - " ••• definitely sold on using prefixes 
and suffixes to explain meanings of words--particularily for ~etter 
stud~mts who go to college." 
Yes - 7 - 5 - German-Latin-Greek - 136 "Am a firm believer in 
teaching terminology from the root words~" 
11, - 6 - Latin - 11 "Was very interested in your topic. I do 
try to stress the Latin and Greek derivation. • . • It seems that today 
so few high school students take Latin •••. constantly feel that I 
should stress it more. 11 
No - 19 ~ 5 - Latin-French-Greek - 86 ,., • find that my limited 
study of Greek has helped me tremendously. It is the difference between 
underst1;1nding the descriptive meaning of the terms and simply memorizing 
them. , ; • · • i;f we cou1.ld get more help from spelling teachers so that by 
the t:Lme students get to second year high school they would know common 
prefixes,-root s-suffixes." 
No - 12 - 12 Latin-French - 158 - "I have five biology students 
who are also taking Latin this year. I find that I get much more interest 
and motivation in relating root words to the word derivatives which they 
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une i:n thei.r work. It m3.kes the vocabulary work much more me~ningful 
and. I'm sure it adds interest to thei:r Lr.tin when they discover how it 
helps th~m in their other clat,ses. It certainly helps them build a fine 
vocabulary which h!3s meaning." 
Yes - 18 .,. 10 - Ge:rm.n.Latin-Spanish•F:rench - 184 11· ••• would 
do much better hr-Hi. ! not dropped the only Greek course I ever started 
• • • • believe strongly. in using word~ and building new ones in the 
lesson period. 11 
No - 4- - 3 - 1'31 - ". • • • am an J:iklglish teacher and I use 
words (derivatives) to teach meanings a.nd usage, and to build vocabulary. 
I couldn't teach any fn1b;ject without presenting word meaning !!.nd 
significances first." 
No - 6 .. 3 - Spa:ni_r,h - 42 - 11 This (list) is difficult to do, beci1use 
we probably use many more roots, prefixes, a.nd suffixes than we are 
awe.re of while we ave explaining terms. • • • this method is just one of 
any number o;f' means of teaching meanings.'' 
No .. 5··· 4 - Greek-Hebrew - 37 - 11 • • • I think that a glossary of 
root wo:r·ds (Greek and Latin) would help in teaching biology as well as 
other sciences." 
Yes - 2 .. 2 - 78 ~ "In my two short years of teaching biology, 
I used these prefixes and suffixes to a great extent •••• " 
• • • 
Yes .. 23 - 23 - French .. 53 - " ••• seldom use of roots in beginning 
blology, but I usually do in advanced--especially in anatomy." 
Yes .. 11 - l.1 • Norwegian-French-Gre~k • 98 .. " ••• an appreciation 
of the basic structure is important •••• It might be of interest to 
you to know that La.tin a.nd Greek vocabulary are my hobby. 11 
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Ye~: - 4 .... 2 - Latin-French - " •• ,. not a class period goes by 
that we do not discuss derivation of some term--with the help usually 
of Websteris dictionaryt ,. •• ~ notice a marked ucarry over 11 
. partieu.laril,y in those students stud;ying 1.atin .•• ~ • I only wish 
tha.t ,our text books iii.eluded derivatives in the glossaries. 11 
'!es· ... 4 - 4 - Latiit ,,;_ 83 ·.,, 11 I Use meaning of' wo:rcis in Greek and 
Latin :tor ali phylum and claSs--and most of the examples •••• It 
se·ems students get a better concept of classification and retain 
them l.onger. n 
tes ·- 13 - 10 German-Latin - 79 - "Most times the G:t"eek or 
Lat;tn .. word 1s not given directly but a statement such at: ;This comes 
tr:om the I.attn· 'W'ord which means "life''• and the use of the word as 
in. •vital,' 'vitamin i or ivitalityi oft:en brings forth the word from 
e: pup:il then t1?,king tat iri or w\o has taken it. 
· ·n Another technique is to take the prefix, etc., as it is 
cOI!IIiionly used, indicate the meaning and illustrate various words in 
which ;Lt niay be ;found, i.e.; micro = small, microscope., micrometer, 
microtome:, microptera (Romalea). 
"I thirik teaching vocabulary by use of word derivatives very 
Uf;leful and :f':requently wish I had studied Greek. 11 
Yes - 9 - 6 - German-Spanish - 185 - "I am rather pleased someone 
is doing work such as, this •• • • Biology has long suffered a bad 
name by having so many 'long' words-~they, in turn, not being taught 
thro,µgh their real meaning--..this is the way they should be taught." 
Examples of individuals carrying on more extensive programs 
than that requested in survey are as follows: 
Yes - 8 - 7 - Spanish - 74 - nI use the derivatives even now in 
other classes (English and Spanish)." 
Yes ;_ 41 - 36 - Spanish-French - 137 - 11 ••• emphasize derivatives 
of words, both Latin and Greek, for general science and biology, also in 
'environs', Frencl;l. - 'surroundings,' and 1grosbenk,' German for 'large 
bill' mea:p.ing I cardinal.' Youngsters usually like such explanations." 
There were many persons who did not use the derivative method of. 
teaching vocabulary--most of those that made comments did not seem to 
understand how to use this method, as evidenced by some of the following 
quotes: 
Yes - 21 - 12 - French - ''. , • do not teach derivative • • • too 
much when you have six classes a day--five other than biology." 
Yes - 7 - 7 - 60 -" ••• have enough '!;rouble with students trying 
to understand English. I use strange words as little as possible, Only 
two to three students of my 150 will ever go into biology work. I would 
be spending time teacning something of little importance to the majority." 
Yes - 40 - 30 .;, French .. ".It seems to me you are wasting your time. 
I 
• • • My biology te.aching has all been done at the secondary level, very 
successful and h~ppy classes. But I keep it on that level. Far too 
many who are teaching biology are ruining it for high school youngsters. 
fl ..... 
Yes - 7 - 3 Fl - . •• regret to say that I do not emphasize this 
approach to vocabulary as I cannot convint:e myself of its import." 
Yes .. 8 - l -" ••• Seldom use any Latin or Greek wards in any of 
my classes and therefore do not use derivatives in teaching meanings of 
words." 
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Tes - 8 - 6 " .•.• don't teach vocabulary by use of derivatives 
except that some word derivatives may come up in class discussion-
thats 13illlt1 
No .... 8 - 5 - "I do not spend mµch time on teaching vocabulary for 
teaching word derivatives for the simple reason I do not know much about 
it myself, I do have a collection of words that I hand out for 
:i;-eference .• II . .. .. 
No - 9 - 3 - ''Since I have had no foreign language, I don 1t use any 
of the above derivatives,. 11 
No - 12 .. 2 - n ••• teach vocabulary and spelling, but teaching 
derivation is time consuming,.'' 
Yes - 8 - 4 ~ French - 27 . ... .. feel that the time spent in 
memorizing them could oe spent to cover more of the many interesting 
phases 1,md specimens related to biology ..... Naturally; Iim hoping 
you are trying to help rid our courses of Latin and Greek terms; but 
have a feeling you are not. 11 
Yefl - 46 - 35 - German-Latin-Fr:ench-Spanish-" •.• very few teachers 
who teach Latin or Greek teach them so that they have any connection with 
biolo~y. I doubt that one Greek or Latin teacher in a thousand e"trer took 
a course in biology unless it was forced upon him. I approve of a 
course in Greek and Latin roots ••• It is just as easy to teach the 
words that come from the Latin or Greek in biology to high school students 
in other ways.. Most high school students have had neither Latin or Greek, 
so in most cases it is lost effort to introduce a second or third unknown 
to them •• n . . 
Yes - 36 - 36 - Spanish - 53· - 11For sophomore high school students, 
many of whom are C or sub-C quality and have never studied a foreign 
language, it is a bit difficult to get across to them anything other than 
t so what 1 ! n 
The following selections are from teachers not using derivations, 
but emphasizing vocabulary. 
Yes - 2 - 2 - "We do not teach word origin to any extent; 
however, with regard to scientific names, we do try to emphasize word 
recognition based on use of ancient Latin and Greek origin of the roots •• 
Beyond this we teach structure, relationship and function with consider-
able emphasis on recognition. 11 
No - 1 - 1 - German-French - 13 -" ••• teach very little vocabulary 
by use of word derivatives. I teach a lot of vocabulary because it is 
important for high school students; however, most of this is done by 
association of a name with some object, function, etc. 
Several teachers made reports comparable to the following statement: 
Yes - 3 - 2 - Latin - 148 - "You are conducting a very interesting 
study.· Since I have never made a special study of Greek and Latin 
derivatives, I would like very much to read the results of your study." 
In several instances, lists of terms used by the reportee in his 
classes were returned with the completed survey form. In addition to 
this, the following references were made to lists available. 
Yes - 2., 2., 74 - "Enclosed you will find a copy of a paper 
pre;pared by Mr. Robert Boles ( OSU graduate student) a few years ago ta 
be used by our high school classes. We find-the list of great value in 
building a working science vocabulary._" 
There were three other returns which made reference to the work of 
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Mr. Boles. Two references to Dr. Featherly 1s work were also listed. 
Yes - 28 - 25 - Latin - Spanish - French - ''I have found it 
{Taxonomic Terminology of Higher Plants by ll,. r. Featherly) to be 
~ ... 
very good." 
Possibly the greatest number of letters received were from teachers 
having an inquiring nature into ~he subject since it was not familiar 
to them. Following are some examples of this: 
Yes - 7 ~ 3 - German - 59 - "This is an idea I may be able to use. 
, r,.Perhaps I'm missing something by not teaching derivatives. Thanks for 
the idea." 
Yes - 22 - 5 - 7 - "Many of them have no meaning :eo me at all. I 
:only wisp. I knew Latin derivatives." 
These and similar st~tements, in themselves, would have made the 
report w~th while. 
CHA.Pl'ER III 
CONCLUSIONS 
Results of the survey indicate that teachers having majors in 
biology, Greek and/or Latin in college and greater length of teaching 
experience taught more word meanings, by use of derivatives, than 
teachers not having these qualifications. The over-all percentages of 
terms used seem to be relatively low, as compared to the number which 
are found in biology texts. 
Since only two individuals reported specific courses in Latin 
and/or Greek derivatives, probably biological terminology was not stressed 
in these two language studies. At best, the biology and language courses 
would have had a few common prefixes and suffixes. 
The survey indicates that many teachers realize their inadequacy 
in this field and have professed an interest in learning more. The 
following suggestions are propounded, not only on behalf of the biology 
teacher (and his students), but also, for other science teachers or 
all teachers. 
1. That teachers take a course in Greek and Latin derivatives 
while in college. 
2. That lists of prefixes, suffixes and roots be placed in 
the hands of each biology teacher. (List compiled by Robert J. Boles 
is among the best.) 
This could be accomplished through: 
L Departments of Education in the various states. 
2. Biological journals. 
39 
3, National educational journals to which most teachers 
subscribe. 
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COPY OF SURVEY FORM 
Dear 
1106 West Scott 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
December 19, 1959 
By way of introduction - I am a high school biology teacher 
attending O. S. U. this year under a grant from the National Science 
Foundation. 
As a required report I have chosen the topic "Use of Greek and Latin 
Derivatives in the Teaching of High School Biology." 
Noting that you are a biology teacher, I am requesting your assistance 
in completing the attached survey form and hope that you will return 
it to me at your earliest convenience. 
Thanking you for your kind consideration, I remain 
Sincerely, 
W. W. Lohrentz 
Questionaire: 
Use of Greek and Latin Derivatives in Teaching High School Biology. 
I.·· Please check the appropriate space or write out the better des-
criptive ~ord for each category. 
Major in college - biology non-biology ------- ------~ Minor in college - biology no~-biology ______ _ 
Number of years teaching experience --------Number of years teaching biology ---------Number of sections of biology taught per day ----~--,.--~ What foreign language did you take in college 
Germanic.- Norweigian Swedish German -~---- -----.Italic - Latin Spanish Portuguese 
French Italian Roumanian -----
Baltic - Lithuanian -----~---~ Slavic - Russian -------~--~-Greek -------~---Other - please name --------------~ 
II. Purpose of the survey is to determine the degree to which teachers 
teach vocabulary by use of word derivatives. 
The list of words has been selected primarily from a series of high 
school biology. texts. 
! 
Some of the words are "roGt II words, while others are normally used 
as :prefixes or suffixes.., The letter "G11 and 11 L1' behind the term 
indicates Greek or Latin origin. 
Instructions - Place a 1 in the blank preceeding the word if you 
use the derivative as the principal method of teaching the meaning 
of the word. 
Place a 2 in the blank if you seldom use the 
derivative for teaching""'word meaning. 
Do not mark those words tha;t you either do not know 
the meaning of or that you do not use. 
Example - The word biology is derived from the Greek words 11biosn 
meaning life and 11 logos 11 meaning speak. If you teach the derivatives 






























_co-, com-, con-, cor-, L 
_corpus L 




-demos.- L, -_derma L 
_di- (l 




...._ect- ex-, exo-, L 


























_hydra G, L 
_hyper- G, 
_hypo- G., 











































__ oikos G 
_opsis G 
__ optikos G 
_orga.1:on G 
~-osis, =sis 9 G 
__ ovi, ovo, L 





____ peptein G 









_ __pithecus G 






_ __pulmo L, 
_ __;..J>oros G. 
____pus 1 . pes, ped, pod G 
___protos G 




__ sacrum I. 
_schizein G; 
__ secare L 
=-sepein G 
_seta L 
__ sitos G 
_solvere L 
__ soma G 
_spirare L 
__ si;.amen L 
_steros G .. 
__ stoma G 
_streptos G 
---sub- L 




___ testes L 
-~--therme G: 
___ thrix (l 
___ thyreos G 
-~tomus L/or~tomos G:. 
_toxicon G 
=---trachys Cl 





_ __,,vas L 
_vena L. 
__ venter L 
=-=vita, vivi L 
__ volvere L 
___ vorare L 
__ zoon G 
Suggestions for additional root words, prefixes and suffixes.~~~~~ 
·-----------.---------------~ 
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